SPRING RENOVATION
AN ALLURING MIX OF FITTINGS, FIXTURES, SURFACE MATERIALS, AND FURNISHINGS

PRODUCED BY NICOLE HADDAD

1. INDUSTRIAL CHIC - Cervinio's Dekton Tribium melds volcanic shades of grey, brown, and deep black to create a look reminiscent of oxidized steel. CERVINIO.COM

2. SLEEK - The Aladin Sherazade Swing Frame is a custom-made swing door with a telescopic jamb, adjustable pivot hinges, and a thick tempered glass insert. DUSANC.COM

3. BRONZED BEAUTY - Rocky Mountain Hardware's Edge Fantry Set is shown in a Silicon Bronze finish. ROCKYMOUNTAINHARDWARE.COM

4. RUSTIC APPEAL - Eldorado Stone's wood plank stone profile is offered in an easy-to-install panelized format. ELDORADOSTONE.COM

5. ILLUSION - The Anglesey Cladding forms part of the TrikBrik Collection of lightweight, interlocking cladding panel systems designed to emulate the look of brick and stone walls. Ricywoodsusa.com

6. UNIQUE - The Bark vase from Alexi was designed by Michel Bonapignon and Donna Makoul. ALEXII.COM
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